T HIS is a very pleasant and very mstructive book. It is like a series of. conversations ""th a thinker of great versatility and great learning, extending over the whole range of ar: d metaphysical speculation.
Dr. Mackenzie IS definite without dogmatism, and earnest fanaticism. And he is.. suggestive on all that he touches.
The treatise falls into three part:,.. The first ., book" is devoted to logical discussions; the second to metaphysic-explaining the principal categories by which we conceive of nature and spirit; the third to what might be called ';lltimate to such problems as the umty ana perfection of the universe, the survival of the individual, and the relation of time ... nd eternity.
In book i. beginning from belief, which the author treats 'as a mode of selection, and pointing out that the selection cannot be arbitrary, he passes through an account of judgment and of the laws of thought to a first analysis of the controlling factor, the experience of objective orders. Logic he takes to be the general theory of implication, and all implication-'-that is, the essence of all inference and judgment and belief-depends upon the recognition of objective orders. To these he devotes a chapter, referring to Driesch's "Ordnungslehre" as the most elaborate treatment of the subject, and pointing out that any principle which has some possibility of continuous application may be taken as a principle of order. There are orders of all kinds, from the numerical to the moral order or order of values, and, as M. Bergson has suggested, it is doubtful whether the conception of disorder can mean anything but the absence of some particular order which WI' chose to expect. In referring to theories of knowledge, the author well explains that the antithesis of pluralism and cosmism is much more significant than that of realism and idealism, which need not necessarily be an opposition at all.
In book ii. the treatment of causation is ri' interest. In general agreement with Mr. Russell, Dr. Mackenzie holds that it amounts pretty much tt> the unity of different things as connected by relations that have some regularity. Cause tends to pass into a principle, and effect into a detail. Whether on this ground the distinction between cause and effect -::an be maintained may seem doubtful.
An important chapter in this second book is that dealing with valuation. Attempting to arrive at a ronceptioh of intrinsic value, the author concludes that it must be identified with truth, beauty, NO. 2528, VOL. lOll I and goodness, and that all else .:an have value I only as instrumental to these.
From this it is interesting to pass to the conception of ultimate reality in book iii., where the problem of reconciling time with the unity of the -::osmos(the term universe is applied to 'Units within the sosmos) is attempted on the lines of cycles or histories presenting themselves as dreams which have constancy within an eternal whole, as a play of Shakespeare exists in its own time I within the imagination of the poet or reader.
The point of the metaphor is that it admits time into the cosmos, but the time so admitted is not a time of the c·Osmos. And the eternal characters of the cosmos-truth, beauty, goodness-would thus appear in time, without being mere transient events. , There is an interesting reference to Oriental sources for such views, and actually a diagram of the upward and downward path. Our fear about all such doctrines is that the paths and cycles may be imagined as divorced from each other and from the characters of the universe. They then become illusions, and the cosmos a "thir.g-in-itself. " After all, it is in a woman's heart or a nation's spirit that we find what brings us nearest to cosmic reality.
It is part of Dr. Mackenzie's temperateness that he promises us from philosophy only hope, not conviction. There is truth in this position, so far as particular expectations are concerned. But yet it recalls to us a technical point about the "Laws of Thought." For him they are not based on the nature of reality: you cannot judge at the beginning whether reality will 'prove self-contradictory, but only at the end of your inquiry. This is more I difficult than it seems. Unless you start from the coherence of reality, you can never get to it. YOl I cannot separate thought from assertion about reality. If things may be both this way and that, I and thought can-be only one way, thought is obviously false, and you, can make no step towards knowledge. "Make a hypothesis, and test it by facts. " But if things being one way does not exclude their being the other way, there are no facts.
Attention should be directed to Dr. Mackenzie's observations on' Mr: Russell and the new realists. His view of Prof. Nunn's theory of external objects seems reasonable. The double pitch of . a tone, as heard by a stationary and a receding ear, certainly belongs to it. But neither pitch exists in plants grow, he wi11 be unable to prune intelligently and to the desired results." It is a matter for regret, therefore, that the chapter on plant physiology, with which the book opens, should be inferior to later chapters, which deal in a clear and useful manner with the practical aspects of pruning.
Readers with little or no knowledge of plant physiology would, however, be apt to find the treatment of the subject in this chapter somewhat involved and confusing.
In the succeeding part of the book the photographs of the branches of fruit trees are extremely good, and are accompanied by very clear and simple explanations of the methods of branching. These should prove useful to fruit-growers and to teachers of botl.:t horticulture and The pruning of nursery stock, of young and of mature trees, .of bush fruits, and of ornamental shrubs is fully dealt with. A chapter on the" rejuvenation of neglected trees" m ay be mentioned, as it is a subject which should be of interest to some owners of small private orchards who are anxious to obtain the best possible yields from their trees. The author considers that in the case of apple, pear , and sweet cherry trees specimens fifty to seventy-five years old may be profitably "rejuvenated," but that in the case of plums and sour cherries it will be better to destroy the trees and to re-plant.
"Practical tree surgery" is another aspecL of the subject which the author h as fortunately included in the book, for frequently trees which are specially valuable 0'n aCC0'unt of their position or association could be saved for long periods from decay by a little skilled care and attenti0'n. Some hints which mig-ht be useful to the authorities responsible for the care of street trees are given, and a model contract which should put "commercial tree-surgery on a basis that will tend to eliminate fakers" is outlined (p. 40I).
Th( book contains numerous refC't'ences to the experimental work on pruning which has been carried out in this country and in America, and summaries of such experimental trials and of their results are given. These accounts are both fuller a nd ' clearer than is usual in abstracts of this kind.
work of this nature has in the majority of cases been published 0'nly in the bulletins of the American experiment stations or in horticultural periodicals,' it is difficult to trace,and its inclusion in the book is a feature of great value.
In conclusion, it may be added that the book has a good index and more than three hundred excellent illustrations. I small importance in relatIOn to the general economy of fuel rendered imperative in France by the conditions arising from the war. This small book, issued at a low price under the auspices of the Ministere de l'Armement et des Fabrications de Guerre, is primarily intended to indicate practical methods of attaining economy in the domestic use 0'f fuel, with0'ut pretence at scientific treatment of the subject, although there is an excellent section on the prin'ciples of combustion .md the heat values of fuel.
OUR BOOKSHELF. Comment Economiser Ie
IJl the earlier sections the various 0'rdinary fuels.
I are described and also the supplementary fuels, such as peat, lignite, sawdust, tan, etc., briquettes, and methods of briquetting small coal. The advantage of using substitutes to the utmost extent to relieve the demand on the better fuels essential for industrial purposes is emphasised.
The second section deals with domestic heating 3Pplia nces,· and, besides describing various forms I of fireplaces, stoves, etc., deals with the principles , of heating by radiation, conduction, and conv@ction. 'There is a useful section on smoky chimneys. The final section is concerned with cooking, stress being la id dn the advantages of the Norwegian oven.
Each section concludes with a summary I of possible economies and brief directions as I t<;> r ealisation. An abbreviated issue of a Similar character would well be worth consideration in thi" rountry. THE pasteurisation of milk consists in heating the I milk to a temperature between 1400 and I60 0 F., I the milk being maintained at I4 00 . for not l<tss. than minutes or at 160 0 for not less than one mmute.
By this treatment disease germs. which may have gained access to the milk are destroyed, as well as a large proportion of the present in milk, whereby its keepmg qualities are lengthened. In the United States pasteurisation has been very largely em"ployed, and this little book gives a capital survey of the installation, operation, ' and control of pasteunsmg plants. The author speaks from firsthand knowledge, having been chief of the Division of Pasteurising Plants, New York City De-I partment of Health. The various types of pasteur.:. I are sufi.iciently described, . and this section is Illustrated With a number of diagrams of various. plants. The cleaning and cooling milk, th cleaning of containers, and home pasteurisation are als? de:'llt with, the efficiency of various apparatus IS discussed, and the changes induced in milk by pasteurisation are described.
The book can be recommended as a thorouf!hly t:ustworthy on the subject of pasteurisa-tIOn, useful alike to the student of hygiene and to the practical dairyman. R. T. H.
